1.1.1 Information on Interaction with Other Project

Enable Taiwanese students to combine the concept with some foundations to Europe further with this teaching activity, and with the run-up of teaching activities, such as seminar, lecturing, round table forum, etc., let select students planning and execution last some basic concept in activity of lesson and understand.

With imparting knowledge of four different professional domain professors, let students politics, economy, culture, law to Europe, etc. have firm basic concepts, and then promote it to plan further going to Europe to study or receive a training and take an advanced study to yearning that Europe study.

1.1.2 Photos of the Activities

Situation on class of Professor Cen-Chu Shen.
Situation on class of Professor Chih-ming Chung

Students Major in to lesson and have a dinner party and exchange with Professors Mei-lan Hung and Wu- ping Kwo
Situation on class of Professor Hung-dah Su.

1.2 Round Table Debates

1.2.1 Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Moderator</th>
<th>Presenters</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Discussants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30-09:00</td>
<td>Check in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00-09:20</td>
<td>Opening Ceremony</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:20-09:40</td>
<td>Special Speech: Te-hua Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mao-hsiung Hung (Director of First Institute of Center of International Relation of National Chengchi University)</td>
<td>Yu-hua Yang</td>
<td>Studies of Italian Southern Question From Prospect of Risorgimento</td>
<td>Tzu-yang Chang (Director of Dept of International Relation of NHU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:40-10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chien-ya Hung</td>
<td></td>
<td>Germanic Immigration Policy</td>
<td>Chih-ming Chung (Assistant Professor of Institution of European Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30-10:50</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:50-11:40</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tzu-Im Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Studies of the Institution of Europatent</td>
<td>Shu-jen Mao (Vice Professor of Dept of International Relation of NHU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Professor of College of Foreign Languages of National Chengchi University, Secretary-General of)</td>
<td>Tzu-ting Chien</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Moderator</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:40-13:20</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>Yen-ling Tsai</td>
<td>Mei-lan Hung (Vice Professor of Graduate Institute of Russian Studies of National Chengchi University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>The Third Panel</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chien-min Lee (Director of Institute of Russian, Eastern European &amp; Central Asian Studies of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Moderation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chung-hung Cho (Assistant Professor of Institute of European Studies of Tamkang University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mei-lan Hung (Associate Professor of Graduate Institute of Russian Studies of National Chengchi University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Round Table</td>
<td>Wu-Ping Kwo</td>
<td>Mao-hsiung Hung (Director of First Institute of Center of International Relation of National Chengchi University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>The Prospects of the Enlarged European Union</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lien-te Hung (Professor of Graduate Institute of National Development, Director-General European Union Study Association)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Wu-Ping Kwo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kuo-hsiang Sun (Director of Institute of Asia Pacific of Nan Hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>(Director of Institution of European Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hsin-yi Chang (Assistant Professor of Department of International Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Tai-lin Chang</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yang-pei Chang (Professor of General Education Center of Tatung University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Wu-Ping Kwo</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wu-Ping Kwo (Director of Institution of European Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>(Director of Institution of European Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td>San-yi Yang (Assistant Researcher of Prospect Foundation)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Chih-ming Chung</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chih-ming Chung (Assistant Professor of Institution of European Studies of Nan-hua University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:20-15:00</td>
<td>Hung-dah Su</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hung-dah Su (Assistant Researcher of Institute of European and American Studies of Academia Sinica)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00-15:20</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:20-16:40</td>
<td>The Fourth Panel</td>
<td>Shun-chi Chang</td>
<td>Tzu-lung Sheng (Vice Professor of Department of Financial &amp; Economic Law of National Chengchi University)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:20-16:40</td>
<td>Lien-te Hung</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-Money Laundering Act of EU and Judicial Cooperation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:20-16:40</td>
<td>(Professor of Graduate Institute of National Development, Director-General European Union Study Association)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.2.2 Evaluation of the Activities

There are almost 120 participants comes from Chung Hsing University, Cheng Kung University, Chung Cheng University, Cheng Chi University and Nan-hua University, etc., including professors and students.

A. Practice Situation of Program

1. Contents of Activity

The Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University held the 10th symposium, “The Prospect of the Enlarged European Union” at the International Conference Room of Yun-shui Building on December 7, 2004. The opening ceremony was started at 7 in the morning by the Rector of Han-hua University, Dr. Miao-sheng Chen, and gave a speech. Then the Director of the Department of Higher Education of the Ministry of Education, Te-hua Chen gave a special speech.

This symposium last for one day, there were four announcements and one forum of Specialists Round Table. And there was a discussant made a precise and professional comment after every presenter announced the dissertation, which was the guidance that specialists to the students and the communication and guidance between the specialists. This report aimed at the Round Table to make a brief report.

The third panel was the Round Table of the Specialists, the
moderator was Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo, the Director of the Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University, and the topic was “The Prospects of the Enlarged European Union.” And the conferee were Dr. Chien-min Lee-Director of Institute of Russian, Eastern European & Central Asian Studies of Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Dr. Chung-hung Cho-Assistant Professor of Institute of European Studies of Tamkang University, Dr. Mei-lan Hung-Vice Professor of Graduate Institute of Russian Studies of National Chengchi University, Dr. Mao-hsiung Hung-Director of First Institute of Center of International Relation of National Chengchi University, DR. Lien-te Hung-Professor of Graduate Institute of National Development, Director-General European Union Study Association, Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo-Director of the Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University, Dr. Kuo-hsiang Sun- Director of Institute of Asia Pacific of Nan Hua University, Dr. Hsin-yi Chang- Assistant Professor of Department of International Studies of Nan-hua University, Dr. Tai-lin Chang- Professor of College of Foreign Languages of National Chengchi University, Secretary-General of EURL, Dr. Yang-pei Chang- Professor of General Education Center of Tatung University, Dr. Hung-dah Su-Assistant Researcher of Institute of European and American Studies of Academia Sinica, Dr. San-yi Yang- Assistant Researcher of Prospect Foundation, Dr. Chih-ming Chung- Assistant Professor of Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University.

First the moderator Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo announced: The effect to Europe and Russia about EU enlargement. The member states became 25 from 15 member states on May 1, 2004, which was the largest enlargement of EU history. And also the first time that EU accepted part of power range of Central East Europe which originally belonged to the Communist Party, Socialism and Economic Cooperation Society. After the cold war ended, there were three European Geopolitics appeared: EU, CIS, and CEE. And CEE was clipped between the former two plates. There is no hiding the fact, in the meantime of the movement of the plate of CEE and the future relation between EU and Russia facing a series of new challenges, the new opportunity and moment will be followed. Recently, the leaders of Europe and Russia tried to seek a way out to solve the contradiction and conflict that brought by EU enlargement to the relation between Europe and Russia, and push a further movement for the relation to both sides. Then Dr. Chien-min Lee announced: The major issues of international relations in 2004 were the accomplishments of enlargement on NATO and EU. And there were several cutting points on EU enlargement research: (1.) The effect to the world pattern, the international relations and the relation among the large countries. (2.) The profit and the effect that enlargement itself brought to EU. (3.) The effect of the interrelations that brought by the member states themselves. Under the effect of globalization, the economic system will interdependent then proceed to the next step to influence the interrelations between China and Taiwans’ economic and trade relations. Especially the economic system between China and Taiwan
Dr. Chung-hung Cho discussed the chain reaction that EU enlargement may cause, which was worthy to observe. At present, besides Bulgaria and Romania are hoped to join EU in 2007, Turkey will renegotiate with EU in the end of 2004 or the beginning of 2005. And Croatia, Macedonia, Albania, Ukraine and Georgia of CIS etc. are possible subjects of EU’s next enlargement. Dr. Lien-te Hung, Kuo-hsiang Sun, Hsin-yi Chang and San-yi Yang announced specific perspectives about “The Prospects of the Enlarged European Union” separately. Dr. Lien-te Hung announced that: The European Council restated that the resolution of EU to China about the weapon embargo since 1989 will never be abolished easily on November 17, 2004. The reasons besides the human right records were not been improved in China, and also displayed the armed threat for China to Taiwan. Although the resolution of European Council was failed to agree with the two huge member states, France and Germany, the profit fitted in with America. The reason was USA worried if European states sell high tech weaponry to Peiking like radar and communication apparatus, it would encourage the threat of China to Taiwan; furthermore, it would effect the safety of the American troops that encamped in Asia Pacific, and also harmful to the stability of Asia Pacific territory. This resolution will arise some certain action for European Council to make a fully review if the prohibition on weapon embargo for China could be removed. When we gratified by the wise decision of European Council made, we have to worry about the dissolution of weapon embargo will be ascertained sooner or later under the huge urge of France and Germany. Dr. Kuo-hsiang Sun thinks that the weapon prohibition EU to China was already last for 15 years, and some EU member states which France as the presenter thought removing the prohibition fits in with ultimate profit to both sides; and it is also beneficial to build a more fully and more mature strategy partnership for two important power of the world, EU and China. Therefore, EU dissolve the prohibition is only the timing, for now, the focus of contention of each state is not removal of the embargo, but how to adapt to the lines of conduct of weapon export of EU after removal. Dr. Hsin-yi Chang made a description on three aspects: (1.) Observing from the angle of Geopolitics: after the USA went through the War of Persian Gulf in 1991 and the War of Iraq in 2003, it established firmly a position of super power on some certain degree. Although there were voices of EU member states on agree and disagree with USA persisted to start the Iraq War, which caused EU to separate into two groups of New Europe and Old Europe, and this manifested the EU member states can’t make an agreement about the important international related issues and to elaborate the power for restricting the Unilateralism of USA. (2.) On the economic level: because of the increasing of member states which makes the original “Common Market” of EU enlarged. Also due to these CEE joined the EU, made the products exported to other EU member states can get more profit and convenience than non-EU member states, and increased the competition. In the future, the requirement of dependence of foreign
trade for EU will reduce comparatively; at the same time, when Taiwan strengthens the economic and trade relations with EU after enlarged will face much keener competition. (3.) On the aspect of spreading diplomatic relations: EU obeys the policy of “One China” just like other most countries, and unwilling to expand or maintain a formal diplomatic relations, but set it’s face against Peiking to solve the interpretation between China and Taiwan by force. And stands an opinion on “any arrangement made between Taipei and Peiking can only be practiced on the base of mutual acceptance, and should be solved the interpretation about the bilateral sovereignty by peace.” Besides, Dr. San-yi Yang also announced his point of views; he thinks that once EU makes a removal of embargo next year, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Taiwan at the same time should hope EU to regulate the behavior of member states as a restricted legislation form about the weapon issue. At one time, EU can give strict injunction about selling weapons to China or make a friendly resolution to Taiwan when the situation is urgent (such as an ascent of crisis situation between China and Taiwan). And we should try to suggest EU to make reparation measures after the decision of removal of the embargo to fit in with a balance movement between China and Taiwan. Dr. Mei-lan Hung brings up an opinion and analysis to see through the co-opetition relation between Russia and EU which after enlarged from the election period of Ukraine. She points out Ukraine held a president election in the end of this October. Since the period began, Russia and USA and EU paid close attention to the election. The contention caused by the Central Vote Committee of Ukraine declared the result of election was even more become a global focus. The reason that international community valued this election so much was because of the result was not only concern about future development of Ukraine, but also effect the composition in Europe between Europe and Russia after EU enlarged. And then affect the interaction and international state of affairs between EU and Russia. Dr. Mao-hsiung Hung thinks that there are two important indexes to see if EU step toward to unify after enlarged: (1.) when does the EURO will be adopted and used in CEE, and high possibility of future member states to adopt and use EURO. (2.) If the new member states of CEE join Schengen Agreement, which is a very important effect to us. Dr. Tai-lin Chang addresses his point of view with reconstruction for Iraq: EU may hope to use the transition stage of USA president election to promote or enlarge the right and influence on Iraq issue. During the period of USA election, there seemed a huge debate produced on Iraq issue, in that case, no matter who the candidate is will scruple on this issue. Although Bush was reelected, but on the issue of war and reconstruction for Iraq, the standpoint of EU will still be considered. Recently, the attitude of USA on UN which managing the event of “the oil-for-food program” in Iraq seemed low. Dr. Chien Hsu announces a point of view on historical level: Was Europa an incarnation of geography that Zeus attempted to rape according to the Ancient Greek and Rome mythology? If according to the lost empire-Atlanta, were the people of Noah who
believed in God on Millennium and disembarked on today’s India and lived in Tibet for a long time then immigrated to Europe today as the ancestors of Indogermanische People? Without having unnecessary suspicions, now, we will discuss it according to historical science with more bases; Europe was established by Latin people and the tribe and races of Goths, Anglos, Saxons, Slavs, and Vikings etc. who lived north. And all of them had different social development and culture equipment. These races established more than ten countries in Europe, and used English, German, French, Spanish, Hungarian, Dutch and Russian etc. languages. The multiplicity and difference of culture exist in Europe was a fact; however it doesn’t mean there is no connection among these peoples and culture. On the contrary, If deliberate carefully from the process of Europe history and culture development, we would find there is a cultural compound complex among tribes, peoples, and nations which hard to give up. Europe contents European Culture and European Cultures. Today, the idea of diversification of culture society has already formed, however, how to seek common ground while reserving differences and demand for differences while reserving common between nation and nation, region and region, locality and locality, that is the direction which European nations and EU-the Supranational Organization have to work together in seeking culture identification. Dr. Hungdah Su also announces: Compare the EU Constitution that legislated by the intergovernmental convention to the Constitution Draft that Giscard moderated of the last convention, the EU Constitution moves toward to Intergovernmentalism from Federalism. In principle of legislation, the original “federal method” has already changed to “Community method” under a strong question of British; and the precedence of Commission became one nation for one precedence; and the new Institute will be carried out in 2014. The rights of the Parliament of each nation to participate in EU legislation increased a lot; and add a proviso of “in accrodance with their respective constitutional requirements” in Solidarity Clause, but in fact, it built on stilts of the Common Defense spirit. Finally, Dr. Chih-ming Chung made a precise analysis on EU towards “Europe XXL”: This May, EU accomplished the biggest enlargement since the dawn of history, which made the ideal of Europe to unify peacefully approach reality more; but the number of member states had already increased to 25 (and will increase more in the future), with great differences from mutual state profit, political and economic constructions, and social condition, it will be more difficult to reach a common consensus on making policies. However, the European people don’t believe the ability of EU to solve the current urgent problems, such as employment, immigration, organization crime etc. no matter on domestic or foreign affairs. The transnational survey of Commission also proved that the civilization dissatisfaction and unsteady emotion are increasing gradually.

Every scholar addressed quite brilliant and deep understandings about the issue of “The Prospects of the Enlarged European Union”, and it also made the conferee and students to realize more about the
meaning of progress and effect on depth and width of EU. This made
the Round Table more interesting and vivid, and all the conferee reap
no little benefit. After all the dissertation presented, Dr. Wu-Ping
Kwo, the Director of Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua
University upheld the closing ceremony.

2. The benefit, character and effect on Program Practice

This conference last 9 hours (1.5h for Round Table Forum), not only
the number of participants more than before, but also invest in this
symposium with more mental power and labor by all the professors
and students. The Round Table of this symposium is one of the
activities of the Monnet Project which cooperate by Culture and
Education of European Commission of EU and the Institute of
European Studies of Nan-hua University. We invited specialists from
all fields who has interests about European Integration issue, and
Professors and students of colleges to arouse thinking on other level by
interaction discussion. And also made the participants have a basic
realization and understanding about European integration and
enlargement. We also thanks to the support and echo from the
academia and Institutes of colleges, and made this symposium more
colors. All the introductions and dissertations that presented in this
symposium will available on the website, with this convenience, so
that the scholars and specialists who unable to come can download it
and be a participant of this conference. To arouse the discussion and
research about European affairs for domestic scholars and graduate
students, to encourage a helpful advice for Taiwan as an expected goal
to all circles. The website is: http://mail.nhu.edu.tw/~europe/

3. Review and Reform

This symposium was successfully accomplished in substance and
discussed enthusiastically. Although the short of the workers made
this activity imperfect, and the funds is too tight to make the activity
limited so much. And the aspect of news announcement was narrow
and confined, so that the effect of propaganda was too light to bring
more participation, which was a pity. Dissatisfaction on equipment
handling and usage of school resources improperly are one of the
reasons that the conference being limited and we can’t make the most
perfect preparation and plan. And we also hindered from borrowing
the conference room and equipment in advance. Besides, due to the
time limitation of preparation, we couldn’t make a flawless discussion
about the process of the symposium in advance. However, the timing
of the panel controlled appropriately roughly, so we can get extend
longer for discussion about more point of views and comments luckily.

B. Funds Revenue and Expenditure Report

Under the economic depression of big environment, we planned to
raise fund outside the college in September 2004 to hold the
symposium of “The Prospect of the Enlarged European Union”, and thanks to great support from Culture and Education of European Commission of EU, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Da-lin City Government andf Prospect Foundation etc. By this opportunity, the Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University will hold types of symposium, lecture, etc. on “European Research.” And we hope the Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University becomes a research center in south Taiwan. Nan-hua University open a course on “A study on the European Union” with Culture and Education of European Commission of EU for five years, and we welcome people to take this course of all circles, and hoping to get a initial and complete concept about European Integration issue of the present age.

1.2.3 Photos of the Activities
The Condition for Checking In

Finish of Round Table: The conferees photographed: (from left to right; up to down) Professor Chung-hung Cho, Yang-pei Chang, Tai-lin Chang, Sheng-ping Hu, Kuo-hsiang Sun, San-yi Yang, Chih-nung Chung, Chih-chieh Chou, Hung-dah Su, Hsin-yi Chang, Lien-te Hung, Mr. Nowacki, Mr. Frederic LAPLANCHE, Professor Wu-Ping Kwo, Mei-lan Hung and Mao-hsiung Hung.
Opening Ceremony: Wu-Ping Kwo, the Director of Institute of European Studies of Nan-hua University gave a speech, and introducing the Deputy of European Economic and Trade Office, Mr. Frederic LAPLANCHE - the Ambassador of Warsaw (Poland) Trade Office, Mr. Nowacki.
The Round Table: All the conferee and the moderator, Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo gave a short speech.

The Round Table: Dr. Yang-pei Chang, Tai-lin Chang, San-yi Yang, Kuo-hsiang Sun
The Round Table: Dr. Mei-lan Hung was announcing an essay.

The Round Table: Dr. Chung-hung Cho, Dr. Hung-dah Su.
Round Table: Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo conferring present to the Deputy of European Economic and Trade Office, Mr. Frederic LAPLANCHE.

Round Table: Dr. Wu-Ping Kwo conferring present to Mr. Nowacki of Warsaw (Poland) Trade Office.
Participants in forum of the Round Table.
2.3. Seminar of Speech

2.3.1 Schedule

Subject: International Symposium of "The Prospect of the Enlarged European Union"
Speechmaker: Director Te-Hua Chen of Department of Higher Education of Ministry of Education
Date: 7 December 2004
Venue: International Conference Room at Yuan Shui Building of Nan-Hua University

Subject: Euro and European Integration
Speechmaker: Professor Te-chin Hung (Vice Researcher of Institute of European and American Studies of Academia Sinica)
Date: 26 April 2005
Venue: S109 Hsueh-Hai Building of Nan-Hua University

2.3.2 Evaluation of the activity

About 120 people participate in first panel of Te-hua Chen's lecturing, it mentions while lecturing that Institute of European Studies grinds the seminar done today, it is a quite meaningful seminar, in this area of Taiwan, exchanged with world in the past, seldom involve the European exchange. Remember looking for scholar of Europe experts in Ministry of Education in the past, it is very difficult to look for, must browse the materials to look for consuming timely, and could find a few relevant scholars. But already there are improved phenomena in recent years. And establishment and merger, European Union of itself, in fact to whole world political, economic plate have very heavy influence, in this May the enlargement of European Union, as to combine and enter a new stage while being whole European Union. According to statistical data, the total numbers of people of European Union nearly exceed about 450 million, the whole scale has already exceeded U.S.A., and the economy development of EU has surmounted U.S.A. too. Generally speaking, except European Union attempts to combine a bigger economy through Euro, the more important thing is the merger that European Union is in higher education, the merger in the past few years of European Union, can find out the merger of the education respect, it is a very important link that European Union combines. So, the merger of European Union, to domestic education, will inevitably bring sizable impacts and influence. At the end of October, the Ministry of Education joined and visited the group in higher education of eastern Europe, and western Europe, main focal point is to see
European Union, expect and of the internationalized course to domestic development of higher education future, can strengthen the cooperation with European Union and exchange, and the development of domestic higher education is helpful.

Second is inviting Professor Te-chin Hung to speak about Euro with European interconnected system, mention in the speech: Euro, his predecessor is Ecu, including as a standard of value, the foundation of the exchange rate, the index of the exchange rate, the tool cleared, this involves function of the currency. The function of the currency, in the period of city state of Greece, the western civilization originated from Greece, Plato has already proposed. The currency is the important stages of national civilization and social development, that is to say that the appearance of the currency represented human civilization already progress has reached another stages, can offer a dose of functions of valuating. Ecu is Euro predecessor, appeared in 1978 first, as the unit valuating at that time, have not issue coins, has not just belonged to the banks or European Organization budget unit that is compiled a kind of pricing in market circulation either. Just the currency of a kind of pricing, there is no function that essence operates. The birth of Euro is to come into force formally in 1993 because of the signing of the treaty of European Union, divide three stages to pursue. The Madrid summit meeting in 1995 determined to replace Ecu with EURO, and exchanged with proportion 1 - 1, Ecu had already issued Euro formally in 1999, but just in market circulation formally on January 1, 2002, bill coin. There is chaos of three years; help European Union member state retrieve the original currency. The passing of each kind of currency, there is a specific symbol in market circulation to in order to make it convenient for. Euro symbol as an Enlarge first horizontal, in order to aspire for stability. The rule of 1103 in 1997, except replaced Ecu by 1 to 1, another one was new exchange rate mechanisms, other member states of the ones that have not participated in Euro, its monetary floating rate, between 15% from head to foot to Euro. Third stabilize and grow up mechanism, is to participate in European dollar mechanism of member state to control budget deficit, government deficit, inflation proportion, correlated with regulation, if violated, will be fined. And then come to recommend the issue of Euro to enter another stages formally on behalf of European Union, it is the stage of the Euro-currency alliance, this is a very important international finance incident, originally have 11, joined Greece later, turned into 12, the countries in eastern Europe had not joined the mechanism of European dollar yet in ten joined newly last year, so there are
only 12 in Euro member state. The ones that joined newly hit the member state of eastern Europe last year, if their economy did well, sane, then European Union is scheduled to open gradually since 2007, may relatively become the first wave of one that join, for example Czech, Hungary. The second correctly inside great influence, is to establish European Central Bank in Brussels on June 1, 1998, issuing Euro formally on January 1 of 1999, the institutional framework of Ecu, and his supreme institution was a board of executive directors, including the president. The supreme institution is a management board; another executive body is general councils. That is to say Central Bank of European Union, there are 25 in common at present. The influence on the inside market, including issue Euro to consumers, reduce losses of exchange to enterprises. Needn't change into the local currency when engaged in traveling in other country, has improved the convenience, raised the efficiency too, as to life, it is convenient, too. The executive committee made the report in 1988, Euro would form a kind of principal currency in world in the future, in fact has already been on an equal footing with U.S. dollar now, even his importance has already exceeded Japanese yen. Have already replaced German mark and French Franc, has become legally currency.

The second is key Currency, the trade of various countries will reduce the exchange loss, and the member state will lighten the preparation demand of his foreign currency too. 12 countries is stay together, speculators want to attack Euro, so the relative one is more difficult. The picture was early in 1992, pound sterling was attacked, France has been attacked too, but since Ecu is established, up till now world speculators did not dare to regard Euro as the goal in 1999, too big, how much resource should be put to use. Then wanted to attack Hon Kong dollar in 1997, but Hong Kong dollar had limitless support behind their back of China, do not dare to bring RMB to attack either, because too huge. Go to the beginning of this year world, the international investors take S.Korean coin as goal from the end of last year. So there is an advantage in the euro area, reduce the exchange loss, the foreign currency which reduces the member state is prepared, it is steady to promote the finance, price of the member state. There are image and PGR including improving Ouyang Style, the negotiation in the international occasion should seek unity of talking and make a speech in the foreign relation, promote the so-called common monetary policy, so can improve the weight of his speech. Can be on an equal footing with U.S. dollar in the future, will form plural International Monetary Organizations. The further impact on system of the
international finance, is the foreign exchange transaction, the proportion of European dollars, such as business, etc. improves, monetary structure, including franc, mark has all already been made into European dollar now. Euro clears the position to already establish in world. The capital market scale of European itself is expanded, the competition is aggravated, because all valuate with Euro, so certainly his market scale will be expanded, the securities in Europe will all valuate with Euro. European Union thinks that Euro should keep relying on four major pillars mainly in surging status by itself: 1. ECB independent character and maintenance of steady price are. 2. Attract others to the European economy and confidence of Europe or the currency. 3. The member state of euro area is really in accordance with the regional interconnected system of economy to shut, the government budget deficit is controlled. 4. Stabilize and grow up the cutting and forming of the convention. The development trend in the future of Euro can be viewed from three respects: 1. Only 12 member states put into the euro area, other 13 have not been joined, so European Union will form the even numbers or development framework of each, even if European Union itself is cut as two parts, demonstrates his sincerity itself, this is a kind of compromise of European Union. 2. Observation of the two poles of the convertible foreign exchange or the multipolar system. The traditional super power that is to say, a leading factor in U.S.A., outshine others, and U.S.A. is it let European Union share the power come common development of whole convertible foreign exchange or financial system of leading factor to come to like. 3. International cooperation. The Asian countries safeguard the international finance together, avoid forming the financial crisis.

About 40 people participated in.

2.3.3 Information on interaction with other project

Besides the originally teaching this year in the prospectus plan the teaching activity of EUROPEAN MODULE of this year, because the price differential of the exchange rate and execution unit raise money to the outside, have increased the forum of the round table and speech teaching activity, let classmates who major in lesson can be asked with the experts and scholars in other European fields, borrow and let more students and professors not building the lesson can publish their professional knowledge in this activity by the run-up of the teaching activity too, contribute some mental and physical efforts on European.

And the specialist lecture lets scholars give students their specialty and enable students who listen to the talk to understand speech theme in a smiple
but profound way within short time especially, and borrow and interact with speaker person from the question of asking, distinguish the question.

So the teachers and students receiving benefits because of being moving about in this teaching may say and include Nanhua, Chung Hsing, Cheng Kung, Chengchi, Fo Guang College, etc. Total about 170 persons came from north, south, east and west Taiwan.

2.3.4 Photos of the activity

7 December, 2004, the Director of the Department of Higher Education of the Ministry of Education, Te-hua Chen, gave a speech. And Rector of Nanhua University Miao–Sheng Chen.
Professor Te-chin Hung lecture: Euro and European Integration on April 26, 2005

2. Summary of the Main Results

Although course arranges for the range to include the respects, such as politics, economy, culture, law of the European field, etc., professor apparatus auxiliary by multimedia too, is it combine have one concept of foundation to Europe to select lesson student to let, but invite the experts and scholars to come to the school to lecture outside the classroom, share its professional ability to control oneself with the classmates, with simple but profound speech, let conferee can have a basic understanding to speech theme in short time.